Accessories
Stork

Printing

Reference: 11875  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Print Head / for Stork RDIV, 36&quot; wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sets for Stork RDIV, 36&quot; Print Heads (Repeat sizes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Box with 12-sets each (Box# 10 &amp; 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Box with 10-sets (Box# 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Box with 1 - set (Box# 12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Print Head / for Stork RDIV, 32&quot; wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(32 ½) Sets for Stork RDIV, 32&quot; Print Heads (Repeat sizes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Box with 12-sets each (Box# 1 &amp; 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Box with 8 ½ -sets, ½ set = gear left side (Box# 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Print Head / for Stork RDIV, 22&quot; wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sets for Stork RDIV, 22&quot; Print Heads (Repeat sizes) (Box # 7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Print Head / for Stork RDIV, 27&quot; wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(18 ½) Sets for Stork RDIV, 27&quot; Print Heads (Repeat sizes), with raised housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Boxes (Box #4 - 12 sets, Box #5 - 6 sets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 set = gear left side</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Complete Lines
Emerson & Renwick

Printing
-Wallpaper printing Line –Emerson & Renwick – Built in 2001

Elements :

- Web guider Erhard & Leimer
- Tension regulator
- Airknife coating with humidity measure MSC
  type SPECTRA-QUAD-D300
- Gas burnt oven,
  length ± 18 m, 4 burners
2 Cooling drums ø 0 m 60
- Air turner bars
- Tension regulator
- Web guider Erhard & Leimer
2 Printing stations Emerson & Renwick
  with head, extraction, electrical cabinet, pumps, infra-red dryers, ...
- Cold embossing Emerson & Renwick
- Surface printing station (can be converted to flexo printing) with 6 heads
  electrical cabinet, pumps, ...
- Automatic register control PRESSTECH
- Gas burnt drying oven
  length ± 15 m, 3 burners
2 Cooling drums
- Creeper with static eliminator
- Printing mark cutting unit with pneumatic transport
- Winder E & R for big rolls
- Winder E & R for 10 m rolls
- Control cabinets

Max. printing speed : 100 – 180 m / min (depending on product)
Max. mechanical speed : 200 m / min

QUICK REACTION 630,000 € EURO WE WILL ACCEPT COUNTER OFFER

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Multiple Printing
Complete Plant

Multiple

Printing
We cannot split the plan.

01 AUTOMATIC SEWING
MONTI CUCITRICI - Italy
Year 1986
Working width 1900 mm
Feeding with fabric in folds or rolls
Locking and fabric holding in sewing
Brushing machine
Suction of textile dusts and micro-dusts
Exit roll

01 SINGING UNIT
INTES - Italy
Year 1986
Working width 1900 mm
Entry with brushing and suction
Intes wash box
Foulard 2 cylinders
Chemicals distribution
Exit roll

01 WASHING LINE
INTES - ITALY
Year 1986
Working width 1900 mm
6 wash boxes with 6 foulards
6 filtration unit
Steam heating
Exit roll

01 ARTOS STENTER FRAME
Artos - Babcock - Germany
Year 1966
Working width 2200 mm
Clips and pins chain
Artos impregnation foulard with squeezing unit
Mahlo weft straightener
Exit roll

01 REGGIANI STENTER FRAME- REYNOLD
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model ReynoldS Progress
Year 1988
Working width 2500 mm
Clips and pins chaini
6 compartments Gas heating
Beta impregnation foulard with squeezing unit
Mahlo weft straightener
Exit roll
Intes Foulard

01 MONFORTS STENTER FRAME
Monforts - Germany
Model Montex 6F-Twin Air
Year 1998
Working width 3200 mm
Clips and pins chaini
6 compartments Gas heating
Kusters foulard impregnation with squeezing unit
Mahlo weft straightener
Device for coating
Exit roll

01 COLOUR KITCHEN FOR THE PRINTING HOUSE
Zanzottera and IAS - Italy
2 neutral pastes and thichening preparing
Big unit 2000 kg each with special mixer
Year 1980
3 storage inox tanks neutral pastes 5.000 kg each
2 storage inox tanks neutral pastes 2.000 kg each
3 addition mixer
Electric cabinet and output roller conveyor belt
Complete system for dosing and preparing printing pastes IAS
Year 2002
Special Dosing head for sampling
Dosing head for production
Weighing system and drums labelling unit
20 product storage tanks for pigments
Double automatic Mixer and input roller conveyor belt
Special hardware and software for integrated automation

02 WASHING TANKS
Colombo - Italy
Year 1995

01 FILTER FOR PRINTING PASTES
Colombo - Italy
Model FLT200L/F/1
Year 2005

01 SAMPLING UNIT TABLE
Zimmer - Austria
Year 2002
Rotation table
Magnetic system
Automatic system

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model UNICA
Year 1998
Working width 3200 mm
12 colours magnetic system
Software and 12 scales for automatic control consumptions
Entry for double cloth with E&L
N. 2 Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
Rotomac device for cleaning cloth
Dryer 8 compartments gas heating
Net conveyor with washing
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 914 – 1018 – 1400 mm
Double exit roll with E&L

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model FUTURA
Year 1990
Working width 2400 mm
Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
8 colours magnetic system
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 914 – 1018 mm
Dryer 8 compartments gas heating
Double exit roll with E&L

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model RENOIR
Year 1985
Working width 1800 mm
Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
14 colours with magnetic system
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 9124 – 1018
Dryer 8 compartments gas heated
Intes polymeriser in line, for fixing pigments
Exit roll with E&L

03 WASHING PRINTING CYLINDERS
Colombo - Italy
Year 1985
Capacity 4 cylinders

01 WASHING PRINTING CYLINDERS
Cominox - Italy
Special device with solvents
Year 1998
Capacity 4 cylinders

01 WASHING SQUEEGE - RACLES
Cominox
Year 1998
Automatic washing with robot

03 WASHING SQUEEGE - RACLES
Colombo - Italy
Year 1985
Capacity 8 racles

01 REGGIANI FLAT PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model PRIMA
Year 2005
Working width 3400 mm
10 colours pneumatic system
Length table of printing 33 mt
Double entry with E&L
Double Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
Magnetic Device for adhesive
Dryer 6 compartments gas heated
Double exit roll with E&L

01 WASHING PRINTING SCREENS FRAMES
Colombo
Year 2005

01 SHARPENING MACHINE FOR SQUEEGE – RACLES FLAT PRINTING
Colombo model AF 370
Year 2005

01 KUSTERS CALANDER
Kusters - Germany
Year 2003
Model 212.72
Working width 3400 mm
2 cylinders -
Top cylinder steel and racolan cylinder
Electrical heated
Metal detector
Sewing detector

01 INSPECTION AND WINDING MACHINE
Simat - Italy
Year 1986
Working width 1900 mm

01 INSPECTION AND WINDING MACHINE
Lazzati - Italy
Year 2007
Working width 3200 mm

01 DOUBLING UNIT WITH HIGH PILE FOLDER
Lazzati - Italy
Year 1986
Entry Working width 340 mm E&L selfvege guidersExit width 170 max

01 DOUBLING UNIT WITH HIG PILE FOLDER
Lazzati - Italy
Year 2007
Entry working width 340 mm E&L selfvege guiders
Exit width 180 max

01 PACKING MACHINE WITH PVC
REGIS - Italy
Year 2000
Working width 3400 mm

01 STEAM BOILER
Garioni - Italy
Year 2002
Production 3.000 kg steam each hour
Gas heated

02 AIR COMPRESSORS
Atlas Copco models GA 55 and GA 75 Oil Free - Italy
A used complete mill for printing of knitwear with carousel screen printing machine, consisting of:

1 piece - carousel screen motif printing machine, model Varioprint 2001, type 8/12, y.o.c. 1993
manufacturer: Schenk GmbH Maschinenbau, Germany
work-place: 12
Automatic printinh units: 8
Max. printing area: 570 x 750 mm
With intermediate drying; producer: Schenk
220 V 50 Hz, kW 0.5, A 1,9
Air pressure 8 bar, 50 m³/h
circuit diagram V2001-1

To each carousel screen printing machine available one dryer:

1 piece – Dryer, y.o.c. 1983
manufacturer: MBK

additionally following accessories:

1 piece – compressor with high pressure vessel
1 piece – compressed air dryer, type 140-146
1 piece –table for prepare of screen
1 piece – sample printing machine
1 piece – screen washing installation
1 piece - exhaust air installation in each factory shop
1 piece – waste water treatment installation, manufacturer: mehne Umwelttechnologie, Hechingen, Germany

additionally a large number of screens, racel, dye, auxiliary product etc.

All machines are in the best technical condition, on mill floor. Machines are stopped.

Total price for all machines and equipment EXW Germany (Incoterms 2010): 90,000,00 EUR

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
COMPLETE PRINTING PLANT FOR SALE

01 AUTOMATIC SEWING
MONTI CUCITRICI - Italy
Year 1986
- Working width 1900 mm
- Feeding with fabric in folds or rolls
- Locking and fabric holding in sewing
- Brushing machine
- Suction of textile dusts and micro-dusts
- Exit roll

01 SINGING UNIT
INTES - Italy
Year 1986
- Working width 1900 mm
- Entry with brushing and suction
- Intes wash box
- Foulard 2 cylinders
- Chemicals distribution
- Exit roll

01 WASHING LINE
INTES - ITALY
Year 1986
- Working width 1900 mm
- 6 wash boxes with 6 foulards
- 6 filtration unit
- Steam heating
- Exit roll

01 ARTOS STENTER FRAME
Artos - Babcock - Germany
Year 1966
- Working width 2200 mm
- Clips and pins chain
- Artos impregnation foulard with squeezing unit
- Mahlo weft straightener
- Exit roll

01 REGGIANI STENTER FRAME- REYNOLD
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model ReynoldS Progress
Year 1988
- Working width 2500 mm
- Clips and pins chain
- 6 compartments Gas heating
- Beta impregnation foulard with squeezing unit
- Mahlo weft straightener
- Exit roll
- Intes Foulard

01 MONFORTS STENTER FRAME
Monforts - Germany
Model Montex 6F- Twin Air
Year 1998
- Working width 3200 mm
- Clips and pins chain
- 6 compartments Gas heating
- Kusters foulard impregnation with squeezing unit
- Mahlo weft straightener
- Device for coating
- Exit roll

01 COLOUR KITCHEN FOR THE PRINTING HOUSE
Zanzottera and IAS - Italy
- 2 neutral pastes and thickening preparing
- Big unit 2000 kg each with special mixer
Year 1980
- 3 storage inox tanks neutral pastes 5.000 kg each
- 2 storage inox tanks neutral pastes 2.000 kg each
- 3 addition mixer
- Electric cabinet and output roller conveyor belt
- Complete system for dosing and preparing printing pastes IAS
Year 2002
- Special Dosing head for sampling
- Dosingh head for production
- Weighing system and drums labelling unit
- 20 product storage tanks for pigments
Double automatic Mixer and input roller conveyor belt
Special hardware and software for integrated automation

02 WASHING TANKS
Colombo - Italy
Year 1995

01 FILTER FOR PRINTING PASTES
Colombo - Italy
Model FLT200L/F/1
Year 2005

01 SAMPLING UNIT TABLE
Zimmer - Austria
Year 2002
Rotation table
Magnetic system
Automatic system
01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model UNICA
Year 1998
Working width 3200 mm
12 colours magnetic system
Software and 12 scales for automatic control consumptions
Entry for double cloth with E&L
N. 2 Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
Rotomac device for cleaning cloth
Dryer 8 compartments gas heating
Net conveyor with washing
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 914 – 1018 – 1400 mm
Double exit roll with E&L

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model FUTURA
Year 1990
Working width 2400 mm
Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
8 colours magnetic system
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 914 – 1018 mm
Dryer 8 compartments gas heating
Double Exit roll with E&L

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model RENOIR
Year 1985
Working width 1800 mm
Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
14 colours with magnetic system
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 9124 – 1018
Dryer 8 compartments gas heated
Intes polymeriser in line, for fixing pigments
Exit roll with E&L

03 WASHING PRINTING CYLINDERS
Colombo - Italy
Year 1985
Capacity 4 cylinders

01 WASHING PRINTING CYLINDERS
Cominox - Italy
Special device with solvents
Year 1998
Capacity 4 cylinders

01 WASHING SQUEEGE - RACLES
Cominox
Year 1998
Automatic washing with robot
03 WASHING SQUEEGE - RACLES
Colombo - Italy
Year 1985
Capacity 8 racles

01 REGGIANI F L A T PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model PRIMA
Year 2005
Working width 3400 mm
10 colours pneumatic system
Length table of printing 33 mt
Double entry with E&L
Double Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
Magnetic Device for adhesive
Dryer 6 compartments gas heated
Double exit roll with E&L

01 WASHING PRINTING SCREENS FRAMES
Colombo
Year 2005

01 SHARPENING MACHINE FOR SQUEEGE – RACLES FLAT PRINTING
Colombo model AF 370
Year 2005

01 KUSTERS CALANDER
Kusters - Germany
Year 2003
Model 212.72
Working width 3400 mm
2 cylinders -
Top cylinder steel and racolan cylinder
Electrical heated
Metal detector
Sewing detector

01 INSPECTION AND WINDING MACHINE
Simat - Italy
Year 1986
Working width 1900 mm

01 INSPECTION AND WINDING MACHINE
Lazzati - Italy
Year 2007
Working width 3200 mm

01 DOUBLING UNIT WITH HIGH PILE FOLDER
Lazzati - Italy
Year 1986
Entry Working width 340 mm E&L seldvege guidersExit width 170 max

01 DOUBLING UNIT WITH HIG PILE FOLDER
Lazzati - Italy
Year 2007
Entry working width 340 mm E&L seldvege guiders
Exit width 180 max

01 PACKING MACHINE WITH PVC
REGIS - Italy
Year 2000
Working width 3400 mm

01 STEAM BOILER
Garioni - Italy
Year 2002
Production 3.000 kg steam each hour
Gas heated

02 AIR COMPRESSORS
Atlas Copco models GA 55 and GA 75 Oil Free - Italy
Year 2005
Big new system
Device Hyros system
VARIOUS EQUIPMENTS
10 movable carriages for sewing machines MERROW - MONTI
6 electricals tractors for cloth carriages
5 Fenwick elevator
20 carriages for rotation cloth bath
100 carriages for big rolls different width
2 tanks resin 5,000 lt

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reggiani
Printin
Reference: 8124  Cost: 0  Terms: -

Knit Printing plant- still in operation.
1  Reggiani Rotary Printer, Model Renoir, Year 1993 reconditioned in Year 2004 by Reggiani
Working Width 1.85 m,
Testa Relaxed Conveyor with Centering Unit with “J” scray, Year 1993
Dust Suction unit,
9 Colors, Repeat 640mm / 920 mm, Color Sensor
With Dryer, 4 Compartments, 3 Passes, Oil Heated
1  Zanzotera Color Kitchen, Year 1993, Capacity 1000 kg,
Automatic Exit to 3 Stainless Steel tanks
1  Zanzotera Mixer, Year 2000, With Automatic Cleaning
Subject unsold

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complete Printing Plant for Sale</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms: -</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Sewing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monti Cucitrici - Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working width: 1900 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding with fabric in folds or rolls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locking and fabric holding in sewing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brushing machine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction of textile dusts and micro-dusts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit roll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singing Unit</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intes - Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working width: 1900 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry with brushing and suction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intes wash box</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foulard 2 cylinders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit roll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Washing Line</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intes - Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working width: 1900 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 wash boxes with 6 foulards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 filtration unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam heating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit roll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artos Stenter Frame</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artos - Babcock - Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working width: 2200 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clips and pins chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artos impregnation foulard with squeezing unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlo weft straightener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit roll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reggiani Stenter Frame - Reynold</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reggiani Macchine - Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model: ReynoldS Progress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working width: 2500 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clips and pins chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 compartments Gas heating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta impregnation foulard with squeezing unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlo weft straightener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit roll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monforts Stenter Frame</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monforts - Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model: Montex 6F- Twin Air</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working width: 3200 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clips and pins chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 compartments Gas heating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kusters foulard impregnation with squeezing unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlo weft straightener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device for coating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit roll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour Kitchen for the Printing House</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zanzottera and IAS - Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 neutral pastes and thickening preparing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big unit: 2000 kg each with special mixer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 storage inox tanks neutral pastes 5.000 kg each</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 storage inox tanks neutral pastes 2.000 kg each</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 addition mixer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric cabinet and output roller conveyor belt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete system for dosing and preparing printing pastes IAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Dosing head for sampling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosing head for production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighing system and drums labelling unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 product storage tanks for pigments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Double automatic Mixer and imput roller conveyor belt
Special hardware and software for integrated automation

02 WASHING TANKS
Colombo - Italy
Year 1995

01 FILTER FOR PRINTING PASTES
Colombo - Italy
Model FLT200L/F/1
Year 2005

01 SAMPLING UNIT TABLE
Zimmer - Austria
Year 2002
Rotation table
Magnetic system
Automatic system

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model UNICA
Year 1998
Working width 3200 mm
12 colours magnetic system
Software and 12 scales for automatic control consumtions
Entry for double cloth with E&L
N. 2 Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
Rotomac device for cleaning cloth
Dryer 8 compartments gas heating
Net conveyor with washing
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 914 – 1018 – 1400 mm
Double exit roll with E&L

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model FUTURA
Year 1990
Working width 2400 mm
Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
8 colours magnetic system
Circumference 640 – 720 – 820 – 914 -1018 mm
Dryer 8 compartments gas heating
Double Exit roll with E&L

01 REGGIANI ROTARY PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model RENOIR
Year 1985
Working width 1800 mm
Kalin brushing unit with dust suction
14 colours with magnetic system
Circomference 640 – 720 – 820 – 9124 – 1018
Dryeyr 8 compartments gas heated
Intes polimeriser in line, for fixing pigments
Exit roll with E&L

03 WASHING PRINTING CYLINDERS
Colombo - Italy
Year 1985
Capacity 4 cylinders

01 WASHING PRINTING CYLINDERS
Cominox - Italy
Special device with solvents
Year 1998
Capacity 4 cylinders

01 WASHING SQUEEGE - RACLES
Cominox
Year 1998
Automatic washing with robot
03 WASHING SQUEEGE - RACLES
Colombo - Italy
Year 1985
Capacity 8 racles

01 REGGIANI FLAT PRINTING
Reggiani Macchine - Italy
Model PRIMA
Year 2005
Working width 3400 mm
10 colours pneumatic system
Length table of printing 33 mt
Double entry with E&L
Double Kaln brushing unit with dust suction
Magnetic Device for adhesive
Dryer 6 compartments gas heated
Double exit roll with E&L

01 WASHING PRINTING SCREENS FRAMES
Colombo
Year 2005

01 SHARPENING MACHINE FOR SQUEEGE - RACLES FLAT PRINTING
Colombo model AF 370
Year 2005

01 KUSTERS CALANDER
Kusters - Germany
Year 2003
Model 212.72
Working width 3400 mm
2 cylinders -
Top cylinder steel and racolan cylinder
Electrical heated
Metal detector
Sewing detector

01 INSPECTION AND WINDING MACHINE
Simat - Italy
Year 1986
Working width 1900 mm

01 INSPECTION AND WINDING MACHINE
Lazzati - Italy
Year 2007
Working width 3200 mm

01 DOUBLING UNIT WITH HIGH PILE FOLDER
Lazzati - Italy
Year 1986
Entry Working width 340 mm E&L seldvege guidersExit width 170 max

01 DOUBLING UNIT WITH HIG PILE FOLDER
Lazzati - Italy
Year 2007
Entry working width 340 mm E&L seldvege guiders
Exit width 180 max

01 PACKING MACHINE WITH PVC
REGIS - Italy
Year 2000
Working width 3400 mm

01 STEAM BOILER
Garioni - Italy
Year 2002
Production 3.000 kg steam each hour
Gas heated

02 AIR COMPRESSORS
Atlas Copco models GA 55 and GA 75 Oil Free - Italy
Year 2005
Big new system
Device Hyros system
VARIOUS EQUIPMENT

- 10 movable carriages for sewing machines MERROW - MONTI
- 6 electrically tractors for cloth carriages
- 5 Fenwick elevator
- 20 carriages for rotation cloth bath
- 100 carriages for big rolls different width
- 2 tanks resin 5,000 lt

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Finishing**

**Monfort**

**Printing**

**Reference:** 13970  **Cost:** 0  **Terms:** -

| -1 MONFORTS Fixator after Pigment Printing, Polimerizer / Fixator / Condensor  
| Model Thermex KTC, Year 1987, WW 2.8 m, Roller Width 3.0 m, Oil Heated |

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Reggiani**

**Printing**

**Reference:** 7466  **Cost:** 0  **Terms:** see description

Reggiani Futura Rotary printing machine Width: 320cm 12 colours 4 Chamber dryer by gas heating 640 Repeat Year 1991 (rebuild in 2003 by Italian company) With screen washing machine, screen drying machine Atlas Copco air compress Price: Euro: 107,000.00 C&F major seaports New Price Euro: 95000 C&F major seaports

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Reference:** 12434  **Cost:** 0  **Terms:** SEE DESCRIPTION

Reggiani, 2003UNICA?379,000.//01 SET  
14(16) COLORS, OIL HEATING SYSTEM, MAGNET, 3 CHAMBERS DRYER  
380/50

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
Complete Direct Digital Print Facility (For Disperse and acid dyes), consisting of:

**REGGIANI MACHINE: Tipo Dream**
Model: 220/6/1
Serial Number 802/09
Year 2006
480V 60Hz 3PH 95.0kva

**MS Steamer: Manufacturer Year 2006**
Serial Number 1381/06
Machine Type MS Vapo Cont 15 SC
480V 60Hz 3PH 15.5kva

**MS Washer: Manufacturer Year 2006**
Serial Number 1381/06
Machine Type MS Washer
480V 60Hz 3PH 3.5kva

**MS Tenter: Manufacturer Year 2006**
Serial Number 1381/06
Machine Type MS Mini Stenter
480V 60Hz 3PH 7.0kva

**Vacuum Pump: Size SC-4 25HP**
Test No: 93U1278
480V 60Hz 3PH 34Amp
1750 RPM

**Miura Boiler: Model LX-50-05**
Serial Number 445462032
Year and Month 2007/01
480V 60Hz 3PH Total Current Of Motors 8Amps

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

---

**Reference:** 14994  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -

-1 Reggiani rotary printing machine, type Renoir 240/9/8, yoc. 1987

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

---

**Reference:** 16491  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -

-REGGIANI FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE MODEL: PRIMA
YOC 2005
WORKING WIDTH 240 CM
15 COLORS
DRYING GAS HEATING 4 CABINS
48 METER BLANKET LENGTH

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Stork
Printing
1 No STORK ROTARY PRINTING MACHINE TYPE RD DD (DIRECT DRIVE) FOR WOVENS and KNITTED FABRICS, year of make 1996/1997, max printing width 1850 mm, machine is equipped with automatic squeegee washer and 1 screen washer suitable for each of 3 screens and 6 squeegees, high cloth feeding frame with unwinding either from A-frame or plaited fabrics, knitted fabric expanding device by rotary expander make ERHARDT & LEIMER SW and pneumatic edge uncurlers so-called elephant ears, printing blanked glueing automatic repeating adjustment, working terminal, exit into dryer steam heating type 3DDII 3 chambers with 2 passages, temperature control, delivery onto plaiting device.

PRICE ; US$:175,000.00 CFR
Stopped but still Erected on Floor

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7522  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

Stork Printing machine
1998 MODEL 10 COLOURS 2 METER WORKING WIDTH RD4 TYPE 3 CHAMBER WITH NATURAL GAS INCLUDING DRYING AND WORKING PERFECTLY NOW AND PRICE:125.000 EURO

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 9119  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-ZIMMER ROTARY PRINTING MACHINE WW 2800MM 12 COLOR YEAR 2002 BRAND ZIMMER NO COLOR 12 COLOR WORKING WIDTH 2800 MM YEAR 2002

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
- 2007 MODEL ZIMMER MARKA MAGNOPRINT TRENDLINE L FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE/330 CM WORK WIDTH
PRINTING TYPE: FLAT BED
COLOURS: 10
DRYER CHAMBERS: 125 kW capacity natural gas burner, 5 chambers
REPEATING DIMENSIONS: 60 cm - 600 cm
AVAILABLE PRINTING WIDTH: 165 cm - 185 cm - 225 cm - 250 cm - 285 cm - 305 cm - 330 cm.
PRINT LENGTH: MAKS. 60 m
PRINT STATION: MAX 24 SETS
PRINT BLANKET SPEED: MAX 120 m/dak.

PRICE: 400.000 euro CNF

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14478  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

Print machine / Zimmer / Modifications for Open Bearing machine

Zimmer Modification for Open Bearing machine:
Modification of 12 print stations to version CAN-BUS, including hardware and software, including CAN-BUS distributor. Also including new pneumatic screen tension units with individual screen drive and length repeat system, motorized cross and diagonal repeat, as below:
- 12 modification sets for existing printing stations
- Computer control system APR Plus
- Rotor washer blanket washing device
Specification of supply and services:
12 screen tension units size I for repeat 64 cm up to 120.6 cm with height adjustment, including one-step lifting device for color pipe and screen at full tooth engagement
12 digital screen drives with servo motor and motorized longitudinal repeat adjustment
12 motors for cross repeat adjustment
12 motors for diagonal repeat adjustment
12 screen tensioning systems through tension claws, pneumatically operated
12 control devices to determine screen position in length repeat direction
12 control devices to determine screen position in cross repeat direction
12 control devices to determine screen position in diagonal repeat direction
all repeat adjustments with foil covered keyboards
stepless friction control, electronically controlled
one main switchboard completely wired and installed in climatized execution
one computer control system APR Plus including Flying Change Modus
Technical description of APR-PLUS Control System

HARDWARE:
- Industrial PC for visualization of the production process, analysis and memorizing of designs with:
  - robust Flashdisk for unlimited design storage possibility by flashdisk change
  - Touchscreen flat display with colour TFT, 12” diagonal
  - input over Popup-keyboard on the touchscreen
  - Ethernet interface
EMC optimized slot rack for
  - machine control
  - control of length-repeat-drive
PLC control, according to IEC 1131-3 Norm
  - communication operation terminal and CAN BUS
Repeat Gears
6 ea. Repeat gears size 27”
6 ea. Repeat gears size 36”
Colorpipes 1850mm (72”) print width:
12 ea. Colorpipes Type KR-S1-MHL-Kufstein including Knurled Magnet rods, 8,10,12,15, and 20mm
One Rotor Washer Blanket Washing Device
One Printing Blanket Guiding System

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7682  Cost: 0  Terms: -

Print machine / Zimmer / Modifications for Open Bearing machine

Zimmer Modification for Open Bearing machine:
Modification of 12 print stations to version CAN-BUS, including hardware and software, including CAN-BUS distributor. Also including new pneumatic screen tension units with individual screen drive and length repeat system, motorized cross and diagonal repeat, as below:
- 12 modification sets for existing printing stations
- Computer control system APR Plus
- Rotor washer blanket washing device
Specification of supply and services:
12 screen tension units size I for repeat 64 cm up to 120.6 cm with height adjustment, including one-step lifting device for color pipe and screen at full tooth engagement
12 digital screen drives with servo motor and motorized longitudinal repeat adjustment
12 motors for cross repeat adjustment
12 motors for diagonal repeat adjustment
12 screen tensioning systems through tension claws, pneumatically operated
12 control devices to determine screen position in length repeat direction
12 control devices to determine screen position in cross repeat direction
12 control devices to determine screen position in diagonal repeat direction
all repeat adjustments with foil covered keyboards
stepless friction control, electronically controlled
one main switchboard completely wired and installed in climatized execution
one computer control system APR Plus including Flying Change Modus
Technical description of APR-PLUS Control System

HARDWARE:
- Industrial PC for visualization of the production process, analysis and memorizing of designs with:
  - robust Flashdisk for unlimited design storage possibility by flashdisk change
  - Touchscreen flat display with colour TFT, 12” diagonal
  - input over Popup-keyboard on the touchscreen
  - Ethernet interface
EMC optimized slot rack for
  - machine control
  - control of length-repeat-drive
  - PLC control, according to IEC 1131-3 Norm
  - communication operation terminal and CAN BUS
Repeat Gears
6 ea. Repeat gears size 27”
6 ea. Repeat gears size 36”
Colorpipes 1850mm (72”) print width:
12 ea. Colorpipes Type KR-S1-MHL-Kufstein including Knurled Magnet rods, 8,10,12,15, and 20mm
One Rotor Washer Blanket Washing Device
One Printing Blanket Guiding System

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
Zimmer Flat Bed Printing Machine

- Zimmer 1982 yoc
- 14 colours, 9-10 colours running
- Flat bed type
- 245 blanket, 220-230 net ww
- 3 chambers steam heated

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Printing

- Printing

Reference: 13213 Cost: 50,000 Terms: EACH, USD, FOT

These Machines Run On North American Power Configurations
Were used In The Transfer Printing Of paper on 100% polyester / Poly rich Fabrics

Here Is The info Re The Heat Transfer Machines i Have For sale
Fontanet
Model Thermocil 700
Serial # 4211-99
Manufacture Year 2000

Thermocil 500
Serial # 185
Manufacturer Year 1997/98
Oil heated

Both are not currently in Use As we Are Running Our Lemaire
But Were purchased in 100% Perfect Running Order

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Buser

Printing
Reference: 13963  **Cost:** 0  **Terms:** -

-BUSER FLAT PRINTING MACHINE

Year: 1994
Type: F7E 1680 50R
Roller Width: 1850mm
Working Width: 1680mm
18 Colors
Printing Table Lenght 50 meters
Testa Entry
Buser Steam heated Dryer 1 Chamber
Exit with Plaiter

ACCESSORIES:

Grinding Machine for Scrapper Rubber
Rackles Washing Machine
Screen Washing Machine
1 Lot of Many Rackles

SAMPLE PRINTING MACHINE FOR FLAT SCREENS

Year: 2010
Make: MS
Type: CARELLO STAMPA
Made in Italy
Width: 1800mm
Table lenght 37 meters (Table is older model)
Printing Head for Flat Screens Year 2010
Digital PLC Control with Control pad

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14263  **Cost:** 0  **Terms:** -  

-FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE BUSER, year 1991, type F51680/18R, w.w. 1680 mm, table lenght 18 mts, dryer steam heating, 8 colours, blanket in bad condition

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14262  **Cost:** 0  **Terms:** -

-FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE BUSER, year 1979, type 1680/18000, w.w. 1680 mm, table lenght 18 mts, dryer steam heating, 8 colours

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14261  **Cost:** 0  **Terms:** -

-FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE BUSER, year 1974, F1680, w.w. 1680 mm, table lenght 18 mts, dryer steam heating, 8 colours

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
-FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE BUSER, year 1986, w.w. 1600 mm, 12 colours, table 26 mts

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14260  Cost: 0  Terms:  

-BUSER HIDROMEK 8 FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE (FULLY ELECTRONIC)
240 cm net ww.
12 Colours
2 chambers drying.
TYPE hidromek 8
2005 Yoc
Natural gas heating.

"Stopped in factory, pipe connections are disconnected"
Conditions are really good as you see in pictures and movies.

Price: 230.000 EUR EXWORK
260.000 EUR CNF

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14439  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

-Buser Flat Bed Printing Machine

• 1998 yoc year of manufacture.
• 220 working width.
• 12 colours.
• Location: Turkey

Price: 140.000 Euro CNF

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12007  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

-one set Buser flat bed printing machine on sale. 16 color, 1800mm width, 1998 model. Printing belt length is about 40m, total length 50m. Offer is EUR 160000/set. EXW Price.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15675  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

Pictures not available

Citizen Printing
-1 item – Citizen 8301 Thermotransfer printer – y.o.c. 03-2008
Interface RS 232C and IEEE1284 and USB, System ARCP, Graphic resolution 300 dpi, Max speed – 175 mm/s, Max alen – 219 mm, Max I – 508 mm,
For bar coding – EAN 8, EAN 13, UPC A, UPC E, UCC/EAN 128, 3-9, 2-5, kod 93, EAN 128, Codobar, Telepen, Zip, PDF-417, UPS Maxicode, Postnet, Memory DRAM 2 MB,

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Hamada Printing
Reference: 11821 Cost: 0 Terms: -

- Hamada B452A-I , YEAR 2005 , SIZE 36x52 , 4-Color Straight Format , 3 mio Impressions, Stream Feeder, optical -mechanical like new , test print available ,
Hamada Continuous Dampening System, Remote Console with Ink Key Adjustment Control, EPS Plate Mounting System (Polyester or Metal Plates),
Auto Ink Roller and Blanket Washers, Refrigerated Circulation Tank, Sheet Decurler, Double Sheet & Jam Detectors,
Rated 10000 SPH, Jogger Delivery,
Powder Spray Unit

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Heidelberg Printing
Reference: 9271 Cost: 0 Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

-HEIDELBERG GTO PM 52-2 WITH NP
  • DDS dampening
  • with NP
  • Machine number 720187
  • first hand machine from a small print shop
  • Year 2002
  • Rollers in good condition
  
  • 10,500,000 impressions
  • cylinders WITHOUT damages
  • Available immediately
  • In our factory for inspection
  • Location : Athens - Greece
PRICE : 38.000 EURO

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 10716 Cost: 0 Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

-HEIDELBERG SM 74-4 H , YEAR 1998 , STRAIGHT , CPC 1.04 , ALCOLOR , AUTOPlate , AUTOMATIC WASHING SYSTEM OF ROLLERS - BLANKET - IMPRESSIONS , PRESET , CPTRONIC , GRAFIX POWDER SPRAY , DOUBLE SHEET CONTROL , IN PRODUCTION , ir lamps
PRICE : 135.000 EURO

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
MHM Printing

Reference: 12306  Cost: 0  Terms: -

2 MHM T-shirt Printing Machines, Year 2004, Model Synchro Print S-Type
10 Positions, Front and Back Printing (Flip/Flop type), Printing Area 50 x 70 cm
Controller Provit 220, Single Heater QC 20S Gold
1 MHM Belt Fixator, Year 2004, Model Synchro Jet,
Year 2004, Model Synchro Jet,
Kevlar Belt, Infra Red section, Gas Section, Max. Temperature 200C
Speed, Duration and Temperature Control

======================================================

1 MHM T-shirt Printing Machine, Year 2001, Model Synchro Print 3000 – SPM 12/Z10
Year 2001, Model Synchro Print 3000 – SPM 12/Z10
10 Positions, Printing Area 70 x 90 cm, MHM Controller, Single Heater QC SE 08

Location: Mediterranean
Available: Immediately
Subject unsold

Price: 2 x Syncro Print S-Type & DryerEURO 95,000.00 CFR Major Sea Port
1 x Syncro Print 3000 – SPM 12/Z10EURO 65,000.00 CFR Major Sea Port

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15447  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-1 MHM T-shirt Printing Machine
Year 2001, Model Synchro Print 3000 – SPM 12/Z10
10 Positions, Printing Area 70 x 90 cm, MHM Controller
Single Heater QC SE 08

Location: Mediterranean
Available: Immediately

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Mimaki Printing

Reference: 12551  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-MIMAKI DIGITAL TEXTILE PRINTING MACHINE, WW: 1800 MM YEAR 2004
8 COLOURS
FABRIC FEEDING AND TENSION CONTROL UNIT
ENDLESS PRINTING BLANKET FOR KNITTED AND WOVEN FABRICS
BLANKET WASHING DEVICE
HEATING UNIT EXIT IN ROLL
COMPLETED WITH COMPUTER CONTROL AND SOFTWARE

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Monti Printing
Monti Antonio 75T

Machine was purchased in November of 2010.

The machine has had light usage primarily for custom jersey and logo design and development. As you are able to see from the photos, the machine is in like new condition. It was disconnected from power and palletized for transport in August.

Here is the manufacturer website's link for information:

Following products were made with this machine:
http://stores.inksoft.com/One_Way_Apparel/Stores/Page/1000001/Dye_Sublimation#.UnvFRnA3srV

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Multiple Printing

Reference: 8678  Cost: 0  Terms: -

M&R SPORTSMAN E AUTOMATIC CARUSEL
10 colours
ONLY 1 950 000 rounds (not printers)
Year : 2005
Maximum Printing Area  51 cm x 56 cm
Diameter  479 cm
Electrical headers drives
Servoinduction
Revolver Printing Program
CW – CCW
RENO HW FLASH dryer device for given header format 18”x22”
Dryer format 18” x 22”
TOPS (pallets): standard 16”x22” (40cm x 56 cm)- 12 pcs , small 10”x22” (25,5cm x 56 cm)- 12 pcs , big 22”x27” (56cm x 69cm)- 12 pcs , triple for the sleeves  16”x22” (40cm x 56 cm)- 12 pcs
TRI-LOCK - Rapid expose and sieve registration system.

M&R RADICURE D
Year 2008
Belt dimension 610 cm ( length ) x 152 cm ( width )
Heating chamber  305 cm (length) x 168 pcs ( width ).
Electrical Specifications : 400V 3 phases 65A i 38,8 kW

M&R CAYENNE D QUARTZ
Year 2005
Cure Unit 18 “ x 18 “ ( 45 cm x 45 cm )
Cayenne D is M&R’s most sophisticated and versatile freestanding quartz flash system .

NEWMAN ROLLER selftightening screen printing frame
23” x 31” (59cm x 79cm) - 90 psc
25” x 35” (64cm x 84cm) -11 psc
Most frames with screens
- ROLAND 605 SB, YEAR 1990, RCI 2, ROLANDMATIC, REGISTER CONTROL RIGHT-LEFT,
  AIR SUCTION FEEDER, BALDWIN, CHROMED IMPRESSION CYLINDERS,
  IR LAMPS, OXYDRY WEKO, PRICE: 78,000 EURO

SHINOHARA 52-5, OFMFR: 2007, 5 colours, Infrared, 4 ring positions for numbering and perforating unit,
in production, without damages on cylinders-gears, PRICE: 135,000 EURO

HEIDELBERG 102 FP, NO - 528XXX, CPC 1.02, ALCOLOR, QUICK ACTION PLATE CLAMPS, CHROMED
IMPRESSION CYLINDERS
OXYDRY WEKO, IN PRODUCTION, IN GOOD CONDITION, NEW QUICK ACTION PLATE CLAMPS, PRICE: 45,000
EURO

HEIDELBERG GTO 52 Z WITH NP (CONVENTIONAL DAMPENING), NO-699059, PRICE: 17,800 EURO

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer
and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any
agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 10721       Cost: 0       Terms: -

- HEIDELBERG SORM Z
- YEAR 1989
- CHROMED IMPRESSION CYLINDERS
- QUICK ACTION PLATE CLAMPS
- ANTISTATIC
- OXYDRY WEKO
- CONVENTIONAL DAMPENING
- IN PRODUCTION
- WITHOUT DAMAGES ON CYLINDERS & GEARS
- APPROX. 37 MIO IMPR.

HEIDELBERG GTO 52-1
- CONVENTIONAL DAMPENING
- YOU CAN ADD NP
- YEAR 1989
- BEFORE 6 MONTHS GENERAL SERVICE
- IN PRODUCTION

ORIGINAL CYLINDER HEIDELBERG S, 54X72
- NO-10250
- YOU CAN PRINT AND ALSO FOR DIE CUTTING
- WITHOUT DAMAGES
PRICE: 7,200 EURO

HORIZON MC-80 + SPF-11 + FC-11 + PJ-77
PRICE: 6,800 EURO

KOHMANN MINIPLACE - YEAR 2008 (NEW MACHINE!)
The miniplace is used to manufacture DVD resp. CD sleeves. Therefore booklets as well as plastic trays, intended to
hold CD and DVD data carriers, are glued onto carton blanks.
If you send me an email and i will provide you immediately 3 pages with full specifications of this machine!

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer
and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any
agents. We kept the message original!!!
| Reference: 11822 | Cost: 0 | Terms: - | Pictures not available |

- HEIDELBERG TOK NO-493188
- HEIDELBERGS - 54X72NO-11619
- HEIDELBERGS - 54X72NO-22860
- HEIDELBERGS - 54X72NO-12047
- HEIDELBERGS - 54X72NO-13105
- HEIDELBERGS - 54X72NO-10250
- HEIDELBERG GTO 52-1 (WATER DAMPENING) you can add np NO - 711747
- HEIDELBERG SORMZ (WATER DAMPENING) NO-527233
- HEIDELBERG SORMZ (WATER DAMPENING) NO-530092
- HEIDELBERG TIEGEL NO-158173
- HEIDELBERG SORS NO-508441
- HEIDELBERG 102 ZPNO-509238
- HEIDELBERG 102 ZNO-519287
- HEIDELBERGSM 52-2 / STRAIGHT / ACOLOR NO-201819 1998
- HEIDELBERGGTO Z 52 (AQUAPRINT DAMPENING) NO-704807
- HEIDELBERG SORM NO-508019
- HEIDELBERG TIEGEL NO- HEIDELBERGGTO 52 Z (WATER DAMPENING) NO-706556
- HORIZON KTU-35
- HORIZON FC-11 SPF-11 MC-80a
- HORIZONAC 6000 COLLATOR
- KOLBUSAH 385 NO-5761991
- MBO FOLDINGST 79 - 4416 PAGES, ROUND PILE FEEDER
- MORGANA AUTOCREASER
- NAGEL MULTINAK-S2 heads, stapling, electric motor, operation with foot
- PLOCKMATICBM 61 (SEMI AUTOMATIC BOOKLETMaker)
- POLAR 76 EM NO-5961377
- POLAR 115 emc YEAR 1999
- ROLAND RVK3B WITH RCI 1 SERIE 620
- ROLAND PARVA 2 (WATER DAMPENING) CLOSED COVERS YEAR 1968
- ROLAND 202 TOB GREY YEAR 1997
- SAKURA OLIVER-8 (ONE COLOUR)
- SCHNEIDER SF 80 FOLDING MACHINE
- WALLACE KNIGHT UV WITH 3 LAMPS, SERIAL 1705

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
HEIDELBERGGTO Z 52 ( AQUAPRINT DAMPENING ) NO-704807
HEIDELBERG SPRMNO-508019
HEIDELBERGTIEGELSENGO-
HEIDELBERGGTO Z 52 ( WATER DAMPENING ) NO-706556
HORIZONKTU-35
HORIZONFC-11 SPF-11 MC-80a
HORIZONAC 6000 COLLATOR
KOLBUSAH 385NO-576
MBO FOLDINGT 79 - 4416 PAGES , ROUND PILE FEEDER
MORGANAAUTOCREASER
NAGELMULTINAK-S2 heads, stapling, electric motor, operation with foot
PLOCKMATICBM 61 ( SEMI AUTOMATIC BOOKLETTMAKER )
POLAR76 EMNO-5961377
POLAR115 emYEAR 1989
ROLANDVRK38 WITH RCI 1SERIE 620
ROLANDPVARA 2 ( WATER DAMPENING ) CLOSED COVERSYEAR 1968
ROLAND202 TOB GREYEAR 1997
SAKURAIOLIVER-8 ( ONE COLOUR )
SCHNEIDERSF 8OFOLDING MACHINE
WALLACE KNIGHT UV WITH 3 LAMPS, SERIAL 1705

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12194 Cost: 0 Terms: -

- 1 BOBST PCR 3381 folder glue machine n. 11291 with straight line point for glue + 3 points
- 1 BIZZozoZero stitching machine
- 1 Heidelberg GTO52 + NP one colour 36x52, n. 705066, year 1991, conventional damping. Impression 29 mio.
  Powder spray, spare rollers.
- 1 Heidelberg T letterpress machine 25x35
- 1 Pivano FG 18B cutting machine with Digitomatic 2 PC, air table, side lay air table, knives,
- 1 FTP cutting and creasing machine (platen), 70x100
- 1 Roland R202 two colours 52x72, s. 258 year 1992, Rolandmatic, IVT Graphics IR dryer, Weko T6 powder spray,
  Impression 34 mio.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Mutoh

Printing

Reference: 12548 Cost: 0 Terms: -

-MUTOH DIGITAL PRINTING, YEAR 2004 & 2005, WW 2250 MM
9 MUTOH DIGITAL TEXTILE PRINTING MACHINES, WW: 2250 MM TYPE RJ 8000-87K 8 COLOURS WITH CENTER
FABRIC IN FEED AND TAKE UP DEVICE
ENDLESS PRINTING BLANKET FOR KNITTED AND WOVEN FABRICS TYPE DPM 22000 BLANKET WASHING
DEVICE
HEATING UNIT COMPLETED WITH COMPUTER CONTROL AND SOFTWARE

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
-MUTOH DIGITAL PRINTING, YEAR 2004, WW 2250 MM
1 MUTOH DIGITAL TEXTILE PRINTING MACHINE, WW: 2250 MM TYPE RJ 8000-87K   8 COLOURS WITH LA MECCANICA QUALIJET SURFACE FABRIC IN FEED AND TAKE UP DEVICE TYPE QUALIJET COMPACT.
ENDLESS PRINTING BLANKET FOR KNITTED AND WOVEN FABRICS TYPE DPM 22000 BLANKET WASHING DEVICE HEATING UNIT
COMPLETED WITH COMPUTER CONTROL AND SOFTWARE

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

No Name

Printing

Reference: 12549  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-FLAT BED SCREEN PRINTING PLANT FOR BLANKETS (POLAR/MINK)
YEAR 2010
10 COLORS
INCLUDING
- STEAM SETTING MACHINE
- CONTINUOUS WASHING MACHINE
- STENTER FRAME
- BOILER & AIR COMPRESSOR

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reggiani

Printing

Reference: 7215  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

REGGIANI REMBRANDT AVANT FLAT PRINTING MACHINE
- 14 colours
- Working width 1800 mm
- Year 1990 - refurbished in 2001
- Habasit printing lattice in good conditions
- Printing plane 28 metri
- relax introductory set
- gas dryer
- in falds exit
- complete machine with various sets of racles
EX-WORKS PRICE: EURO 68,000,00.- NET PRICE FOR US
Location: Italy
Machinery still erected on mill’s floor
Looking forward to hearing from you,
Kind regards,

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
REGGIANI PRINT UNIT- Used print plant including 2 Reggiani print machines with on line washing for print system, dryers, one with infrared pre dryer, updated electronics, Thermoelectronica dispensing, paste mixing system, barrel washer and other accessories. Very well maintained and complete in every detail.

NOTE: The original specs for the print machine are attached. The support equipment is approximately the same age. The control systems on the print machines have been updated and a very important feature is the on machine washing.

Detailed description copied from the original PDF-file:
REVOLUTION' Mod. 180/12/12
Max. printing width : 180 em
Installable colours : 12
Installed colours : 12
Printing repeat range : from 640 through 1018 nun
Printing repeat supplied : 640mm
Max. machine speed : 90m/min
Entry :ERW
Dryer : JD 18017 OH
Exit :SO

SCOPE OF SUPPLY
ENTRY 'ERW'
Infeed device from batch or pile composed of:
• traction unit with driven rubber-coated roller and compensator;
• fabric guiding device 'KF2060'.
J-B-
SO:m J-Box for fabric deposit with adjustable piece-brake at the exit and photocell for 'usually full' execution.

BASIC REVOLUTION
Basic unit composed of:
V1 entry module consisting of:
oJ. entry roller with automatic blanket tensioning device; v
0/. oscillating roller for blanket guiding; "r
"r: pneumatic paddler for gluing of the fabric onto the blanket;
1 exit module consisting of:
"1 • exit roller driven by a motor reducer for blanket control; ".
j./. squeegee on the exit roller for preliminary removal of colour, lint and adhesive, if used.
Pressure and detachment controlled by pneumatic actuator, pre-washing water distributors with automatic interception electrovalve;
V. video-controller for monitoring and control of all the functions of the machine and for diagnostics. The following functions in particular are implemented:
A) Printing process control through monitoring and setting of:
•.. printing repeat,
/.. printing width,
.......• printing speed,
v. run length (of material already printed and to be printed),
v. printing pressure of each colour,
v. number of washing cycles of each colour,
....• temperature of the fabric heating device (if supplied),
.......• temperature of the blanket heating device (if supplied),
-. • automatic screen tensioning according to the repeat for each colour.
B) Drying process control:
.... temperature in each drying section,
...-. fan speed in each section,
L- • operational condition of the thermoconvector flow regulation valves in each section and relevant delivery rate,
v. exhausters speed.
C) Autodiagnostic analysis of the drive and control apparatuses:
The correct execution of the programs is checked by the PAM network which interacts with the programming units and the drive of the single printing units, the PLC and the general user interface (VIC) through optical wirings.
The continuous interactive diagnose is carried out on-line, directly in the run of the process and, by means of more than 800 different messages, it informs the operator of any possible deaillance of the system or of the process.
/.. endless 'Habasit' printing blanket type 'EAU 12 E' with thermosoldered junction.

INSTALLABLE COLOURS
1/ 4 modular units, each one dimensioned in order to fit three printing units.
12 PRINTING UNITS
Each printing unit is independent, with individual programming and control units interconnected via optical fibers to the supervision and control system (PAM). Each one is equipped with:
-. Digital interface on the operation side for the printing functions control and start/stop of machine.
• Selectors for repeat setting on the three axes (longitudinal, transversal and diagonal) with dimensions storable and reproducible through DBMS.
( .. Bilateral multirepeat drive with brushless d.c. servomotor. Automatic printing width adjustment for screens between 2100 rom and 1410 rom.
Self-aligning screen mounting system. An automatic screen tensioning system where the tension is automatically controlled whenever the repeat is changed (via VIC), with values storable and reproducible through DBMS.

Fine adjustment (± 1 mm) of the screen/blanket distance to compensate any differences of thickness of the fabric.

Colour feeding with pneumatic pump for high viscosity colours and electrical level control. Simultaneous automatic washing of the pumps and the colour feeding pipes on all the printing units in 30 seconds. (Graco Pumps)

- Individual printing unit lifting and automatic positioning on all the repeats.
- Magnetic plane with linear 'Uniflux' field with attraction, depending on the printing speed, programmable through VIC and storable and reproducible through DBMS.

FILTERS

Suction filters fitted on the colour pumps, with extractable cartridges.

WOL® WASHING ON-LINE

The 'WOL~' system allows the colourway change while the machine is completely equipped and it is operational with the full repeat range. The cycle is carried out in 7 minutes, with an average water consumption of 150 l/colour, simultaneously on all the colours programmed to be washed, after which the machine is immediately ready to start the printing of a new colourway.

The scope of supply does include neither the tanks for water and compressed air (7 bar) nor the distribution network of water and air and for suction, which is to be carried out in accordance with the machine layout supplied.

WOL® PRINTING EQUIPMENT 1601D

12 colour distributors for 'WOL~' with smooth and sandblasted roller squeegees, diam. 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 nun, for printing width 1620 mm and screen cutting length 1750 mm for machine mod. 180.

Colour feeding on the operation side.

POSITIONING DEVICES

Positioning devices for 'WOL~' printing equipment repeat 640 mm.

DBMS

Data management unit consisting of a PC in industrial version with a 13” colour monitor, membrane keyboard and printer, the whole arranged on a structure which allows its free positioning in the production department.

The DBMS unit operates with a relational database, which allows the programmation, the final calculation of the production and the diagnostic analysis of the installation.

The database is structured for the recording, classification and search of all the parameters of each process so as to allow their complete repetition or partial use for a rapid resetting of the machine parameters for new patterns having one or more parameters in common with the processes carried out previously.

The sequence of the printing arrangements is generated on the DBMS and recalled on the machine by the operator through video command input on the VIC.

DBMS interacts with the machine on-board diagnostics by chronologically recording the system’s output messages for search or analysis.

GLUING

- Assembly for application of water soluble glue onto the blanket, consisting of:
  - bowl with driven roller;
  - set of composable sections for application of the glue onto the blanket in the required width;
  - pneumatic squeegee for glue film adjustment;
  - feeding pump and level control;
  - automatic rollers and glue application squeegee lifting off the blanket.

FABRIC HEATER

Electrically heated cambered plate for fabric heating prior to gluing.

Temperature regulation/indication through VIC.

SET OF THERMOPLASTIC ADHESIVES

Squeegee for spreading of the adhesive onto the blanket.

Bowl for collection of adhesive and solvents.

Removal by means of the prewashing squeegee positioned on the exit module.

Equipped with background resin and thermoplastic adhesives for first use.

BLANKET DRYING

Thermoconvectors for blanket pre-heating with hot air.

Feeding by electrical batteries.

Temperature adjustment/display through VIC.

BLANKET WASHING ‘WX2’

- Blanket washing by means of two wash troughs with brushes driven by an a.c. motor, a pre-washing squeegee and two pneumatically driven drying squeegees.

Pneumatically controlled lifting.

DRYER ‘JD’ Mod. 180in’. High-efficiency dryer after printing, consisting of a 0.5-meter pre-chamber at the entry, a 0.5-meter pre-chamber at the exit and a set of 2-meter intermediate sections. Total length: 15 m.

Two overlapped sections are provided in each intermediate chamber.

The fabric drying takes place in the upper chamber; the underlying chamber accommodates the heating units, the filters, the fans.

The insulation is on all sides by means of 120 mm panels.

The ventilation circuit of each section is fed by two fans, one of which can be cut off to get a reduced ventilation.

The whole internal air ventilation circuit and the whole exhaustion circuit are fully accessible just by opening of the side doors.

The dryer ‘JD’ provides a double ventilation (up and down) in the first two drying passes and a third pass without ventilation.
In the first pass the fabric is conveyed through a belt and the ventilation can be cut off on the unprinted side of the fabric.
The dryer ’JDN’ is suitable for all weft/warp fabric in general (elasticized fabrics excluded).
Positioning on an overhead framework.

TECHNICAL DATA
• 7 two-metre sections
• 42 metres of fabric content
• 2 ventilated passes
• 1 pass without ventilation
• 14 fans of 7.5 kW each
• 1 fabric conveyor belt (as described separately)
• 2 two-speed centrifugal exhausters. Delivery: 5000/8500 Nm/hour each
• 7 modulating burners (1:12) for direct gas heating
• low pressure feeding (40 millibar)
• conformity with UNI-CIG 8042 and EN 746/2 standards
• evaporation capacity: 2100 kg/hour (as per VDMA standards)

UPPER CONVEYOR BELT
Kevlar belt for the fabric transfer.
Max. operation temperature: 210°C.

BATCHER
Double peripheral drive batcher for batches of 2000 mm max. diameter.
Swinging compensator with pneumatically adjustable charge.

- SPARE PARTS
Set of spare parts for Revolution and JD.

ELECTRICAL CABINET
In modular execution on self-carrying base, ventilated, with apparatuses, wiring and protections in conformity with the CENELEC-EN 60204-1 prescriptions.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY DIFFERENT FROM 380V
To convert the voltage of your plant (to be intimated) into 380V an adaptive transformer will be supplied. This transformer will be accommodated in a proper electrical cabinet.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF SUPPLY
NOT PROVIDED
• Foundations and masonry works (to be carried out in accordance with our drawings);
• Utilities and power connections with mains;
• Cables between electrical cabinet and machine;
• Utilities distribution pipings (steam, oil, gas, air, water);
• Metallic gratings, carrying structures or bases, overhead frameworks of any kind;
• Fitting between exhausters and chimney.

TECHNICAL DATA
• Voltage
• Frequency
• Distribution

: 3 phase IT or TN system, equipped with the relevant protections
: yes/no
: to be intimated
: to be intimated
• Neutral line
• Foundations
• Operation side

UTILITIES
• Electrical power : 214 kW
• Methane gas (40 millibar) : 196 m³/h
• Water (2 bar) : 4,200 l/h
• Air (7 bar) : 3 Nm³/min

COLOUR
• Grey RAL 7032

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
ERECIION
The services of one of our technicians for coordinating the erection job, test and mechanical start-up of machine are included.

TEST
The services of one of our electrotechnicians for the electrical test of machine are included.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
The services of one of our printing technologists for the duration of 1 week are included.

LABOUR AND INSTRUMENTS
The customer shall provide the following help at his expenses:
• 1 mechanic
• 2 assistants
• 1 electrician
• 3000 kg hoist with operator
• all the necessary means which should turn out useful during the erection and start-up operations.

AT YOUR CHARGE
• Travelling expenses: roundtrip airtickets prepaid by you and local transport to and fro the workplace.
• Board and lodging: in a first-class hotel.
• Pocket money: Lit 35,000 =, or its countervalue in convertible currency, per person per
calendar day, including the travelling days fro and to Bergamo, to be paid directly in situ.
AT OUR CHARGE
• Salary.

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
Along with the installation we shall supply the following documents:
• Use and maintenance manuals, erection drawings, menu and diagnostic software (on VIC or DBMS, if supplied) in English.
• Electrical diagrams with notes in Italian and English.
• PLC listings with entry/exit assignments in English only.

SECOND REGGIANI
REVOLUTION mod. ISO/12ftl
Max. printing width : 180m
Installable colours : 12
Installed colours : 12
Printing repeat : from 640 through 1018 mm
Max. machine speed : 90 m/min
Entry : ER
Dryer : PD 180/4
Exit : SO2
Approx. dimensions : as per dwg. S 101

SCOPE OF SUPPLY

BASIC REVOLUTION
Basic unit designed for installing 6 colours and composed of:
J entry module consisting of:
slide-mounted entry roller for blanket tensioning with automatic tension control d-g;
oscillating roller for guiding of the positioned blanket .. related to blanket speed and
.. deviations by means of a logical PID (proportional - integral - derivative);
pneumatic padder for gluing of the fabric onto the blanket.
centralised lubrication of entry module roller bearings;
keyboard for repetition of main controls (start/stop) and activation or entry assemblies.
I exit module consisting of:
exit roller driven by a d.c. motor reducer for blanket control;
squeegee on the exit roller for preliminary removal of colour, lint and adhesive, if used.
Pressure and detachment controlled by pneumatic actuator, pre-washing water spray
nozzles with automatic interception electrovalve;
video-controller for monitoring and control of all the functions of the machine and for
diagnostics. The following functions in particular are carried out:
control of the printing process,
control of the drying process,
autodiagnosis of the machine drive and control apparatuses.
A) Printing functions:
printing repeat,
printing width,
printing speed,
run length,
squeegee of each colour, 8 of each
temperature of the fabric heating plate,
temperature of the blanket heating plate,
automatic screen tensioning according to the repeat.
B) Drying functions:
temperature of each drying section,
fan speed of each section,
operational condition of the thermoconvector flow regulation valves in each '7
section and its delivery rate,
exhauster speed,
pump with pressure regulator for feeding of the automatic washing circuit of each printing unit;
2 intermediate modular units designed for installing 6 colours;
1 electrical board composed of preassembled modular units on a self-bearing base and
constructed according to the prescriptions
2 ADDITIONAL INTERMEDIATE MODULES
Each module laid out to accommodate 3 colours
L
12 PRINTING UNITS
Each printing unit is independent, equipped with drives, programming logic and individual
control, and interconnected by optical fibers to the supervision processor and system
control (P AM). Each one is composed of:
digitally controlled 'brushless' drive of both printing screen bearing spindles for screens
of any width and for all repeats ranging from 640 to 1018 mm;
v. d.c. servocontrol for transversal and diagonal repeat setting;
colour feeding device with self-priming pump for high-viscosity colours (up to 15,000 V cps) and level control. Stainless
steel suction pipe and flexible delivery tubes with
threaded PN 10 connections. Automatic washing of the colour feeding unit at
programmed sequences by means of compressed air and water. Average washing time:
30 sec. Average water consumption: 10. (Time and consumption already integrated in
the data of the washing 'on-line' system, if supplied),v automatic screen tensioning according to the repeat;
rapid levelling device for all the standard repeats (640-668-728-801-879-914-1018 mm); individual printing unit lifting; automatic printing width changing; magnetic plane with linear 'UNIFLUX' field.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
The installation is designed for feeding with voltages other than 380 V (to specify).

'ON-LINE' WASHING
The 'on-line' washing system (European patent n° 0 277 481) allows colourway changes on a completely equipped machine and is operational for repeats ranging from 640 to 914 mm.

The system is composed of:
- a suction line for removal of colour and wash water residues from rotary screens and squeegees;
- a compressed air line for drying;
- a pressurized water line for washing;
- a set of electrovalves for control of water, air and suction sequences or times;
- printing equipment for washing 'on-line' as described separately.

The system automatically performs the colourway change by direct washing on the machine of squeegees, screens and relevant colour feeding pumps in 8 minutes, with a maximum consumption of 200 l of water and 1800 l of air for each colour.

The washing 'on-line' system on the 'REVOLUTION' allows to select individually for each colour the number of washing cycles, thus reducing time as well as water and air consumption needed for each single colour; the colours repeated in the subsequent colourway can be excluded from the washing.

ON-LINE PRINTING EQUIPMENT 1601D
J 2 colour distributors for washing 'on-line' with smooth and sandblasted roller squeegees, diam 10, 12, 16, 20, 24 mm, for printing width 1620 mm and screen cutting length 1750 mm, machine mod. 180.

Colours feeding on the operation side.

POSITIONING DEVICES
Positioning devices for washing 'on-line' printing equipment repeat 640 mm.

Oats management unit consisting of an IBM PC in industrial version with a 12 colour monitor, membrane keyboard and printer, the whole arranged on a structure which allows its positioning in the production department.

The DBMS unit supports a relational data base which integrates all the know-how acquired with over one hundred operative computerized rotary screen printing machines installed since 1985. This exclusive know-how allows us to offer a powerful instrument, equipped with analytical and synthetic interfaces which permit the user as well as the maintenance engineer and the manager to interact with the machine in absolute confidentiality in whatever organisation and management environment.

The data base is structured for the recording, classification and search of the parameters of each process so as to allow their complete repetition or partial use for a rapid resetting of the machine parameters for new patterns having one or more indexes in common with the processes carried out previously.

The search functions are entrusted to seven indexes that, variously associated between themselves, guide the entire process, thus allowing the operator to choose the most suitable machine configuration for the printing orders to be carried out.

The sequence of the selected arrangements is generated on the DBMS and recalled on the machine by the operator through video command input on the Video-Controller in any moment afterwards.

Subsequent printing of different articles which do not require pattern or colour change can be carried out without stopping the process: at the passage of the seaming that introduces a new article into the machine the previous arrangement is closed, the new arrangement is opened, the meter counters are reset, the magnets and the temperatures are reparameterized: so the next process is performed according to the new parameters.

DBMS interacts with the machine on-board diagnostics by recording chronologically the system's output messages for possible search and analysis even after a lapse of time.

GLUING
Assembly for application of water soluble glue onto the blanket, consisting of:
- bowl with driven feeding roller.
- set of composable sections for application of the glue onto the blanket in the required width, pneumatic squeegee for glue film adjustment;
- feeding pump and level control.

FABRIC HEATER
'Cambered plate heated electrically for fabrics heating prior to gluing
/ Max. temperature: 160°C.

Temperature regulator/indicator through 'Video-Controller'.

BLANKET DRYING
Thermoconvectors for blanket pro-heating with hot air.

Feeding by electrical batteries.

Temperature regulator/indicator through 'Video-Controller'.

ADHESIVE SPREADING
Squeegee for spreading of the adhesive onto the blanket. For collection of adhesive and solvents.

Removal by means of the prewashing squeegee positioned on the exit module.

BLANKET WASHING
Blanket washing by means of two wash troughs with brushes driven by an a.c. motor, a prewashing squeegee and two pneumatically driven drying squeegees.

Pneumatically controlled lifting.

Two-way feeding for utilization of recovered water for prewashing and washing in the first trough and final rinsing with clear water in the second trough.

ZIMMER ATTACHMENTS
VThe printing units are designed to fit J. Zimmer rotary screen attachments repeats 64011018 mm.

ENTRYER / Infeed device for batched! wovens, with d.c. driven traction roller, pneumatic compensator, servo controlled tensioning device.

FABRIC GUIDER
Fabric guiders type KF 2060.V
-J-BOX
- J-box for fabric deposit, with adjustable piece-brake at the exit and photocell for 'usually full' execution.
-JB-7- -  -
Ring-shaped printing blanket Habasit' type 'EAU 12 E' closed with thermowelded junction.

BASIC MAINTENANCE KIT
Tool carnage equipped with wrenches and implements for mounting and maintenance. Kit with foundation resin and thermoplastic adhesives for first use

SPA~ PARTS Set of spare parts for 'REVOLUTION' (see enclosed list). 

DR~R~p-- ~
consisting of:
4 drying sections of 3 m each,
8 two-speed axial fans;
3 ventilated fabric passes;

directional ventilation on the first pass with partialization shutters On the lower portion;
ventilation on the second and third pass on the printing side;
fabric transfer through net on two upper passes, driven by d.c. motor, and photoelectric cell for fabric position control on the printing side of the machine;
internal surfaces of galvanized steel and 80 mm thick insulation panels;
fabric content: 36 m;
evaporation capacity: 1042 kg/h;
2 two-speed centrifugal exhaust fans. Max. delivery: 17,000 Nm31h.

GROUND FLOOR STANDARD EXECUTION
The dryer is designed for erection at "0" level.
A variator driven roller is provided for tension controlled extraction of the fabrics after the third passage.

GASHEATLNG Each section is heated by 2 methane gas burners.
(Demanded capacity: 28 Nm3fh per section).
1 pm action temperature control for each section.

, / UPPER FABRIC CONVEYOR BELT Kevlar conveyor belt for the fabric transfer in the two first passes.
Max. operation temperature: 210OC.

EXITS02
I Double batcher with peripheral contact rollers driven by a 3.8 d.c. kW motor. Pneumatic,

SET OF SPARE PARTS
Set of standard spare parts for dryer PD (see enclosed list).
Original, new purchase price: TOTAL AMOUNT OF SUPPLY uss 1,642,801.c:

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7214 Cost: 0 Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/7214.zip

REGGIANI RENOIR FUTURA ROTARY PRINTING MACHINE (magnetic iron rod)
- 10 colours
- Working width 1800 mm i
- Year 1990 – reconditioned in the year 2010
- stamper Habasit printing lattice in very good conditions
- relax inlet system
- Dust and yarns suction device
- gas dryer
- in folds exist

Machine complete with racles washing set and cylinder washing set
EX-WORKS PRICE: EURO 105,000,00.-
Location: Italy
Status: still erected

EX-WORKS PRICE: EURO 105,000,00.-
Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
**Reference:** 9009  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** -  

- REGGIANI PRINTING ROTARY. YEAR 1987, ROLLER WIDTH 2000MM, WORKING WIDTH 1900MM.  
- REGGIANI ROTORY PRINTER, 1.900WW  
- 12 COLOURS Table, 8 Colours Installed, More 4 Heads Available, YEAR 1987  
- J SCRAY FABRIC ENTRY, BIANCO DOGAL ROLLER ENTRY FOR KNITS.  
- GAS FIRED 3 CHAMBERS 2 PASS CONVEYOR DRYER, TAKE OFF BY PLAITER.  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Reference:** 10525  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** SEE DESCRIPTION  

- 1996 model  
- 12 colours  
- 2.00 working width  
- 3 chamber with natural gas  
- Price: 160,000 euro CNF  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Reference:** 12110  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** SEE DESCRIPTION  

- This machine is complete with blanket (recent renewed).  

Regianni Flat Printing Machine  
MODEL NAME = AVANT(180/20/12)  
QUANTITY = 1 UNIT  
MAKE = Year 1996  
SERIAL NO. = 330/07  
NO. OF COLOURS = 12  
MAX BLANKET TRAVEL SPEED = 75M/MIN  
MAX SQUEEGEE SPEED = 2.4M/SEC  
MIN. PRINTING REPEAT = 0.4 M  
MAX PRINTING REPEAT = 9.999 M  
STD. WORKING PRESSURE :  
WATER = 2 BAR  
AIR = 6.5 BAR  
STEAM = 8 BAR  
AVG. SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL AROUND M/C = 79.4 Lp(A)  
DRIER = STEAM BASED  
BLANKET WIDTH = 228.5cms  
MAX PRINTING WIDTH = 60"  

USD 95,500 CNF.  
Reduced to:  

Kindly note that our final price USD 68,000 CNF NET Asian Major Port.  

Additiona infof:  
Blanket length 49.5 mtr  
Width 2.35 mtr  
Thickness 2.6 mm  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms:</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12541     |        |        | **REGGIANI FLAT BED PRINTING** WW 3200MM 8 COLOURS  
FLAT BED PRINTING REGGIANI , 3.20M, 8 COLOURS, DRYER 3 FIELDS THERMIC OIL, 38 M BLANKET, YEAR 1982 RENEWED IN 2008 + 2012 |

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms:</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10027</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SEE DESCRIPTION</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/10027.zip">http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/10027.zip</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-Reggiani Prima Flumduruk Printing  
2001 model 12 colours 320 width  
3 chambers natural gas printing  
Price:320.000 euro.EXWORK  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms:</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9304</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SEE DESCRIPTION</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-FLAT BED REGIANI AVANT PRINTING MACHINE  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms:</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10835</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SEE DESCRIPTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 REGGIANI flat bed printing machine year 1988, working width 1820 mm, max 12 colours, 10 colours installed, length printing table 25 meter, dryer gas heated.length 7 meter (2 passes)  

Price: Euro 110.000/CFR major seaport  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cost: 0</th>
<th>Terms:</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12780</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SEE DESCRIPTION</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/12780.zip">http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/12780.zip</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N°1 PRINTING MACHINE MECCANOTESSILE (REGGIANI NOW) W:3200 MODEL “A1” FOR PRINT SCREENS  
CM.75, MAXIMUM 11 COLOURS YOC 1973  
MACHINE COMPLETELY REFITTED YEAR 2003  
PRICE: 52.000 EURO ,CFR INCLUDED  
CONDITION: THE MACHINE IS RUNNING NOW IN ITALIAN COMPANY  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13840</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| -REGGIANI PRINTING FLAT MACHINE mod HS  
yoc 1985 width cm.320/330, 10 colours, dryer with n.4 chambers, diathermic heated oil  
PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |
| 14265     | 0    |       |
| -FLAT BED PRINTING REGGIANI, 1980, w.w. 3200 mm, 10 colours, oil dryer, table 30 mts  
PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |
| 14264     | 0    |       |
| -FLAT BED PRINTING REGGIANI, year 1988, w.w. 1800 mm, table length 25 mts, 10 colours  
( possible install 12 ), dryer gas heating  
PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |
| 11856     | 0    |       |
| -Complete Direct Digital Print Facility (For Disperse and acid dyes)  
Complete Direct Digital Print Facility (For Disperse and acid dyes), consisting of:  
REGGIANI MACHINE: Tipo Dream  
Model: 220/6/1  
Serial Number 802/09  
Year 2006  
480V 60Hz 3PH 95.0kva  
MS Steamer: Manufacturer Year 2006  
Serial Number 1381/06  
Machine Type MS Vapo Cont 15 SC  
480V 60Hz 3PH 15.5kva  
MS Washer: Manufacturer Year 2006  
Serial Number 1381/06  
Machine Type MS Washer  
480V 60Hz 3PH 3.5kva  
MS Tenter: Manufacturer Year 2006  
Serial Number 1381/06  
Machine Type MS Mini Stenter  
480V 60Hz 3PH 7.0kva  
Vacuum Pump: Size SC-4 25HP  
Test No: 93U1278  
480V 60Hz 3PH 34Amp  
1750 RPM  
Miura Boiler: Model LX-50-05  
Serial Number 445462032  
Year and Month 2007/01  
480V 60Hz 3PH Total Current Of Motors 8Amps  
PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  
PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |
Reggiani Flat Bed Printing
2003 model
320 cm working width
16 colours designed
14 colours actual colour
Magnet
3 chambers dryers
Oil Heated System

Price: 350,000 eur CNF

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 11970  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

REGGIANI FLAT BED PRINTING/180 WW
Short Desc.: Flat bed printing machine
Description: machine in excellent conditions.
the screen frame are reconditioned and 5 screen frame are reconditions with new touch screen panel
Brand: REGGIANI
Model: REMBRANDT AVANT
Year: 1990
Woven / knit: Woven
Work width: 1,800 mm
Exit: folder, A-Frame tangential winder
Colors n.: 12 - 11 installed
Blanket length: 24 mt
Drier: salvade oil heat 4 chambers with chain and belt
Condition: Used

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15263  Cost: 0  Terms: Pictures not available

REGGIANI FLATBED PRINTING
YOC 1980
WORKING WIDTH 3200 MM
TABLE LENGTH 44 METERS
COLOURS 10
OIL HEATED 4 CHAMBERS DRYER,
EQUIPPED WITH HEAT CONTROLLED SYSTEM BY NORMAL WATER

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15756  Cost: 0  Terms: Pictures not available
-1 REGGIANI REMBRANDT AVANT Flatbed printing machine.
1 REGGIANI REMBRANDT AVANT Flatbed printing machine. Model: REMBRANDT AVANT 180/24/10, Yoc 1988, 1800 mm w.w., 24m. table lengt, 10 flat printing positions + 1 rotary head, TESTA entry for knitted fabrics yoc 89, DYNAPLAST Device, Thermic oil dryer with double passage , plaiter delivery. Machine and printing belt in good conditions. ACCESORIES: Differences width squeegees, washing machine for square frames, 1 G.COLOMBO automatic Sharpening machine for squeegees + 1 Manual sharpening machine, Squeeges trolley for manual wash, available too square frame designs with different sizes.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Roland Printing

Reference: 8394  Cost: 0  Terms: *

ROLAND 605 3B-L
•RCI2
•ROLANDMATIC
•year 1989
•REGISTER FROM THE CONSOLE
•CHROMED IMPRESSION CYLINDERS
•QUICK ACTION PLATE CLAMPS
•IR LAMPS
•SPRAY WEKO
•IN PRODUCTION
PRICE : 45.000 EURO

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 11725  Cost: 0  Terms: *

-ROLAND 705 3B + COATER
•5 COLOURS
•WITH UV
•year 1992
•ROLANDMATIC
•RCI 2
•DIAGONAL REGISTER
•BLANKET WASHING DEVICES
•CHROMED IMPRESSION CYLINDERS
•IN PRODUCTION
•TECHNOTRANS
•91 MIO IMPR.
•WEKO POWDER SPRAY
•ANTISTATIC SYSTEM
•LIKE NEW!

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
- ROLAND DIGITAL PRINTING MACHINE, WW: 1850 MM YEAR 2004
  6 COLOURS TYPE SOL JET - 740
  FEEDING AND TENSION CONTROL UNIT
  HEATING UNIT, SUBSTRATE TAKE OUT AND ROLLING UNIT
  COMPLETED WITH COMPUTER CONTROL AND SOFTWARE

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Ryobi
Printing

- RYOBI 680 Offset Press

  Price – EUR 87,000 mill floor
  
  Model – RYOBI 685
  5 Colors
  Year - 2000
  Imps. – 55M
  Paper size – 680 x 500 mm
  Plate size – 670 x 510 mm
  IR Dryer
  Computerize and Automatic
  13,000 s/hr.
  High output / Delivery
  Printing control system – RYOBI PCS-G
  Very Good condition
  In Production
  Can inspect in production
  Availability – Immediately

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Schenk
Printing
A used complete mill for printing of knitwear with carousel screen printing machine, consisting of:

1 piece - carousel screen motif printing machine, model VariPrint 2001, type 8/12, y.o.c. 1993
manufacturer: Schenk GmbH Maschinenbau, Germany
work-place: 12
Automatic printinh units: 8
Max. printing area: 570 x 750 mm
With intermediate drying; producer: Schenck
220 V 50 Hz, kW 0.5, A 1.9
Air pressure 8 bar, 50 m³/h
 circuit diagram V2001-1

1 piece - carousel screen motif printing machine, model ECO, Typ 6/12, reconstructed to 7/10, y.o.c. 1993
manufacturer: Schenk GmbH Maschinenbau, Germany
work-place: 10
Automatic printinh units: 7
Max. printing area: 500 x 500 mm
With intermediate drying; producer: Schenck
220 V 50 Hz, kW 0.5, A 1.9
Air pressure 8 bar, 50 m³/h
 circuit diagram V2001-1

To each carousel screen printing machine available one dryer:
1 piece – Dryer, y.o.c. 1983
manufacturer: MBK Maschinenbau Kiefersfelden GmbH, Germany
printing width: 1200 mm
created KVA: 5,0 KVA
voltage: 380 V, 50 Hz
control voltage: 1 x 50 Hz / 220 V
performance: VDE
Heating: natural gas
1 piece – Dryer, y.o.c. 1993
manufacturer: Schenk GmbH Maschinenbau, Germany
printing width: 1200 mm
Heating: natural gas
additionally following accessories:
1 piece – compressor with high pressure vessel
1 piece – compressed air dryer, type 140-146
1 piece – table for prepare of screen
1 piece – sample printing machine
1 piece – screen washing installation
1 piece - exhaust air installation in each factory shop
1 piece – waste water treatment installation, manufacturer: mehne Umwelttechnologie, Hechingen, Germany
additionally a large number of screens, racei, dye, auxiliary product etc.
All machines are in the best technical condition, on mill floor. Machines are stopped.
Location: Germany – airport for inspection: Stuttgart in Germany.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Stork

Printing

Stork fixation for pigment printing - US$65,000
280cm wide
Machine is in excellent condition running on our Mills floor

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
- Stork MBK Holland
  YOC: 1994
  Printed Finished Fabric width 280 cm
  Number of heads 12 (printing colors)
  Gas heated water evaporating capacity 1500 kg. / Hour
  Machine is in excellent condition

Additional Clarification:
1. The machine was made by Stork and was bought from them in 1994 Type Stork RDW
2. The head made by Stork + airflow squeegee + step motors
3. The Dryer is made by Stork Holland

Price USD 150,000 CNF Asian Port

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>9733</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th><a href="http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/9733.zip">http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/9733.zip</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Stork Printing Machine**  
-1.85 working width  
12 colours  
2007 model  
3 chambers  
With natural gas  

Price: 250,000 EUR C&F |

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>10581</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th><a href="http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/10581.zip">http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/10581.zip</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **STORK PRINTING MACHINE**  
1998 MODEL  
10 RENKLI  
2 METRE ÇALIŞMA ENİNDE  
RD4 TİPİ 3 CHAMBER GAS  
WITH DRYER IN RUNNING CONDITION  

PRICE: 125,000 EURO EX.WORK |

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>12056</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> -</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **STORK RDIV , 12 colours , 1850 W.W , yoc 1993**  
STORK RDIV rotary printing machine, 12 colours , 1850 w.w. yoc 1993, rapport 640, high entry, de-batcher, dust extraction, Bianco opening roller, photocell, Bianco centring device, thermoplast, Stork dryer with 04 double chambers, heated by gas, exit with plaiter, fumes extraction, electric panels, squeegee washer, cylinder washer.  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!! |
STORK SCREEN MAKING DEPARTMENT 3.200MM YEAR 1996

STORK LASER ENGRAVER, MODEL: LEN 4013, WW: 3200 MM
STORK SCREEN CLIMATIZING CABINET, MODEL: SCR 76, WW: 3200 MM
STORK SCREEN POLIMERIZER SCR 83, WW: 3200 MM
STORK SCREEN COATING MACHINE, MODEL: SCR 75, WW: 3200 MM
STORK SCREEN PREPARATION DEVICE, WW: 3200 MM
STORK DEGREASING TANK, MODEL: SCR 78, WW: 3200 MM
STORK ENDRING GLUEING DEVICE, MODEL: SCR 85, WW: 3200 MM
STORK STAND FOR SCREEN CORRECTION, MODEL: SCR 82 T, WW: 3200 MM
STAINLESS STEEL STAND FOR SCREEN CORRECTION, WW: 2250 MM
LUSCHER SCREEN SUCTION MACHINE
HARLACHER SCREEN SUCTION MACHINE
SCREEN STRETCHING MACHINE
HARLACHER SCREEN OVEN
SCREEN EXPOSURE DEVICE
HARLACHER SCREEN EXPOSURE STEP AND REPEAT MACHINE (HORIZONTAL)
HARLACHER SCREEN EXPOSURE STEP AND REPEAT MACHINE (VERTICAL)
FILM STEP AND REPEAT MACHINE
ROTARY SCREENS
STORK ROTARY SCREENS IN VARIOUS TYPES AND SIZES
NICKELMESH ROTARY SCREENS IN VARIOUS TYPES AND SIZES
ENDRINGS VIERO AUTOMATIC SQUEEGEE GRINDING MACHINE
SQUEEGEE GRINDING MACHINE
METTLER PRINTING PASTE SCALE

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12539  Cost: 0  Terms:  -

STORK ROTARY PRINTING 1800MM 8 COLOURS
ROTARY PRINTING MACHINE STORK, 1.80M, 8 COLOURS, GAS DRYER 3 CHAMBERS, YEAR 1986 RENEWED IN 2008

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12546  Cost: 0  Terms:  - Pictures not available

PRINTING MACHINE MAKE STORK TYPE RD-IV
WORKING WIDTH 1850 MM
ENTRY WITH CLOTH GUIDER E+L
8 COLOR 3-SECTION STEAM HEATED DRYER
EQUIPPED WITH: - IN FEED DUST EXHAUST WITH BRUSHES
-HEATED PLATE - GLUE INSTALLATION FOR PRINTING BELT
AIRFLOW SQUEEGEE SYSTEM
SCREEN WASHER

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 12544  Cost: 0  Terms:  - Pictures not available
-STORK ROTATION PRINTING
MODEL YEAR 1997
WORKING WIDTH 3400 MM
16 COLOURS
THESE MACHINE IS USED GAS AND GAS SYSTEMS
3 CHAMBERS DRYER
OUTLET UN IT BIG BATCHING AND PLAITER
SELVEDGE CONTROL ERLATH LEIMER
HAVE MACHINE CENTERING FRAME
EX MILL 180.000 EURO

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14931  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-ROTORY SCREEN PRINTING MACHINE   STORK PEGASUS/16
Type ----------pegasus
Year-----------1997
Dust extraction kaelin
Web quiding erhard-leimer kf2040
Width--------3400mm
Printing width-----min.1600-max.3400mm
Dryer----------4 chamber
Dryer heating------naturel gas
Including 1 set pat mixer-pattern washing--rackle washing machines

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!


-Stork RD 4 / 12 Colors
185 cm ww.
Gas heated.
12 colours
3 chambers drying.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

-STORK RD 4 /1996 185 CM 20 COLOURS

- 1996 YOC
- 185 cm ww.
- Gas heated.
- 20 colours
- 3 chambers drying.

Price: 240,000 eur CNF

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15363  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION

-Stork flat printing machine , RD-4, printing working width 1800MM, 12colors, with 4chambers , dryer is heated by oil . 1996 model . Running in factory now ,condition is very good

PRICE: 120,000 EUR EX.WORK

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15732  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-Stork Steam Ager (Loop Steamer) Fixator after Pigment or Reactive Dyeing
Model HS III, Year 1990 , Working Width 3.4 m

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 10254  Cost: 0  Terms: -

-STORK PEGASUS MBK--------------------------------------------------------1 unit
Stork Pegasus 3200/16-16 rotary printing machine
Stork Pegasus3200/16-16
Made in Holland in 1997
Infeed is suitable for woven fabrics
Dust extraction Kaelin
Web guiding Erhardt+Leimer KF2040
Printing width max. 3400 mm
Available squegees 3200, 2800, 2400, 1800 mm
Available rapports sizes R641+R1018 mm
Thermoplast system for polyester fabrics
Dryer 8 chambers gas heated
Outfeed is plaiter and batching on big roller
Including screen washer.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15895  Cost: 0  Terms: -

Werner Holthauser
Printing
### Zimmer Printing

**Reference:** 8300  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** SEE DESCRIPTION  
Pictures not available

Zimmer Printing machine US$104,000

- YOC 1986
- Rotative printing machine with 12 heads/colors
- Fabric printing width 2.8 m
- Including tensionless dryer and heating by oil.
- Machine is in excellent condition running on our Mills floor

**PLEASE NOTE:** Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

**PLEASE NOTE FURTHER:** If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

---

- 1
  - Zimmer (Industrial Systems) Rotary Printing Range, consisting of:
    - A Roll Storage Table 5' x 9-1/2' Long
    - B Intra Driven Cradle 132" Face, Model US SU, 1997, with Railway Sewing Machine, Merrow Head
    - C Intra Z-Spray, Stainless Steel Pipe Type, Model ZB-23, 1997, with Intra Compensator Model IS, with Set E&L KF-2060 Guiders on Motorized Bridge
    - D Stork Lint Remover (Glue Type).
    - E Industrial Systems Rotary Screen Printer, Year 1998 16 Color with 12 Positions in Use, Model M-3000, 124 Inches (320cm) Rubber Blanket, 12 ARO Color Pumps, Blanket Washer
    - F Aztec Dryer with 13' Extended Belt Entry, Four-Zone Gas Fired Dryer, with Eight (8) Circulating Fans, 130° Roll Face with 118° Fiberglass Belt 10 HP 575 Volt Belt Drive.
    - G 1997 Intra J-Spray with In-Line Inspection Machine, Model JB, with Black Viewing Board with Overhead Light, 128" Face, Operator Platform and Controls
    - H Intra Three-Roll Compensator Model C/SF-2, 1997, with Set Guider Specialty 18" Guiders on Motorized Bridge
    - I Intra Three-Roll Automatic Batch, 128" Wide, Model 3RW-4S8, 1997, with Hold Down, Transfer, Serrated Knife Cut-Off
    - J Roll Out Table 8’ x 6’ Long

**Price:** F.O.T. USD 125,000.00

**Location:** USA

**PLEASE NOTE:** Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

**PLEASE NOTE FURTHER:** If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

---

**Reference:** 10556  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:** SEE DESCRIPTION  
Pictures not available

- **ZIMMER ROTARY PRINTER YEAR – 1990/2000**
- Printing width 1850 mm. The number of print stations - 20 pcs. Drying gas 3 sections 2 PASS Equipped with two Screen and squeegee washer Make Zimmer Suitable for Knitwear and woven.

**PLEASE NOTE:** Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

**PLEASE NOTE FURTHER:** If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

---

**Reference:** 9300  
**Cost:** 0  
**Terms:**  
Pictures not available

- **ZIMMER ROTARY PRINTER YEAR – 1990/2000**
- Printing width 1850 mm. The number of print stations - 20 pcs. Drying gas 3 sections 2 PASS Equipped with two Screen and squeegee washer Make Zimmer Suitable for Knitwear and woven.

**PLEASE NOTE:** Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

**PLEASE NOTE FURTHER:** If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
-EN – Chromojet Printingmachine from Fa. Zimmer (Kufstein)
Description:
☐ Printing of carpets
☐ Working width: up to 5 meters
☐ Speed: 4 Colors = 250 m/h; 8 Colors = 150 m/h
☐ Number of employees: min. 4 People
☐ Consumption:
  o Steam: Unknown
  o Water: approx. 150 - 200 m³/day
  o Electricity: Unknown
1 Chromojet printing plant 175.000 € EX Works

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!


-FLAT PRINTING ZIMMER
MODEL YEAR 2004
12 COLOURS
HAVE USED GAS AND GAS SYTEMS
WORKING WIDTH 2400 MM
3 CHAMBERS DRYER
BLANKET UNIVERSAL 2600-2650 MM
SELVEDGE CONTROL ERLATH LEIMER
THESE MACHINE HAVE CENTERING FRAME
OUTPUT UNIT BIG BATCHING AND PLAITER
EX MILL 390.000 EURO

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 14933 Cost: 0 Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION Pictures not available

-2007 MODEL ZIMMER MARKA MAGNOPRINT TRENDLINE L FLAT BED PRINTING MACHINE/330 CM WORK WIDTH

PRINTING TYPE: FLAT BED
COLOURS: 10
DRYER CHAMBERS: 125 kW capacity natural gas burner, 5 chambers
REPEATING DIMENSIONS: 60 cm - 600 cm
AVAILABLE PRINTING WIDTH: 165 cm - 185 cm - 225 cm - 250 cm - 285 cm - 305 cm - 330 cm.
PRINT LENGTH: MAX. 60 m
PRINT STATION: MAX 24 SETS
PRINT BLANKET SPEED: MAX 120 m/dak.

PRICE: 340.000 euro CNF

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!


Printer / Zimmer / Single position (Printer or Coater), 134” wide, yr. 1994

Zimmer Printer Single Position (Printer or Coater), 134” wide, Type RMR 262, Nr. 46018, year 1994.

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 7700 Cost: 0 Terms: - Pictures not available
Zimmer Modification for Open Bearing machine:
Modification of 12 print stations to version CAN-BUS, including hardware and software, including CAN-BUS distributor. Also including new pneumatic screen tension units with individual screen drive and length repeat system, motorized cross and diagonal repeat, as below:
- 12 modification sets for existing printing stations
- Computer control system APR Plus
- Rotor washer blanket washing device

Specification of supply and services:
12 screen tension units size I for repeat 64 cm up to 120.6 cm with height adjustment, including one-step lifting device for color pipe and screen at full tooth engagement
12 digital screen drives with servo motor and motorized longitudinal repeat adjustment
12 motors for cross repeat adjustment
12 motors for diagonal repeat adjustment
12 screen tensioning systems through tension claws, pneumatically operated
12 control devices to determine screen position in length repeat direction
12 control devices to determine screen position in cross repeat direction
12 control devices to determine screen position in diagonal repeat direction
all repeat adjustments with foil covered keyboards
stepless friction control, electronically controlled
one main switchboard completely wired and installed in climatized execution
one computer control system APR Plus including Flying Change Modus

Technical description of APR-PLUS Control System
HARDWARE:
- Industrial PC for visualization of the production process, analysis and memorizing of designs with:
  - robust Flashdisk for unlimited design storage possibility by flashdisk change
  - Touchscreen flat display with colour TFT, 12” diagonal
  - input over Popup-keyboard on the touchscreen
  - Ethernet interface
- EMC optimized slot rack for
  - machine control
  - control of length-repeat-drive
  - PLC control, according to IEC 1131-3 Norm
  - communication operation terminal and CAN BUS

Repeat Gears
6 ea. Repeat gears size 27”
6 ea. Repeat gears size 36”
Colorpipes 1850mm (72”) print width:
12 ea. Colorpipes Type KR-S1-MHL-Kufstein including Knurled Magnet rods, 8,10,12,15, and 20mm
One Rotor Washer Blanket Washing Device
One Printing Blanket Guiding System

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
Zimmer 24-Color Rotary Screen Printers, (1999); 50 Yards/Minute Average Operating Speed, 100 Yards/Minute Maximum Operating Speed, 112"W Fabric Capacity;

FOT, 250,000 USD

Additional Details:
Zimmer 24-Color Rotary Screen Printer, Asset #5, (1999); 60 Yards/Minute Average Operating Speed, 100 Yards/Minute Maximum Operating Speed, 3 MT. Fabric Width Capacity, To Include:
(1) Birch 4-Strand Index Infeed Conveyor, (1999); 114"W
(1) Birch Cradle-Type Unwind Stand, (1999); 114"W, 4-Roll, (2) Powered Rolls
(1) Trumeter Yard Meter
(1) Birch J-Scray Accumulator, (1999); 114"W; with Birch Scray Pull Rolls
(1) Zimmer Blanket Washer, (1999); 114"W
(1) Johannes Zimmer Model 981124 Screen Printer, S/N RSD556, (1999); 24 Heads @ 46", 112" Fabric Width Capacity; with Feed-Through Blanket; Color Pumps; and Controls
(1) Touch Screen Control Station
(1) Aztec Drying Oven, (1999); 114"W, Natural Gas Fired, 4-Zone, 350°F Average Operating Temperature; with Blowers; Dryer Belt Brush; Fabric Brush; and Controls
(1) Aztec Cooling Can Section, (1999); 114"W, 8-Can, Estimated 6"D x 120"W Cans, Water Cooled; with 3-Roll Compensator
(1) Aztec J-Scray Accumulator, (1999); 114"W; with Scray Pull Rolls
(1) Inspection Stand
(1) Mount Hope Roll Straightener, (1999)
(1) Birch Model 48 Cradle-Type Rewinder, S/N 48-540 (104-525), (1999); 3-Roll; with Roll Let-Off Table; and Variable-Speed Controls
(3) SAP Computer Monitoring Systems; Each with Monitor; Keyboards; and Datamax Label Printers
(1) Cooling System
(1) Gorbel 250-Lb. Capacity Bridge Crane; 35'W Span, 60'L Run; with Bottom Rail-Mounted Lift Bars

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

Reference: 13814  
Cost: 250,000  
Terms: EACH, USD, FOT  
http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/13814.zip


Location USA
165,000 usd, FOT
Please calculate with approx. 6-8 containers to reach the cnf price

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

Reference: 14175  
Cost: 165,000  
Terms: EACH, USD, FOT  
http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/14175.zip

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15645  
Cost: 0  
Terms: -  
Pictures not available

-01 Zimmer sample printing table — year approx. 1980 — width 2000 mm — 01 head — 01 Appiano Gentile running electric dryer — table length 12 mt approx.

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
Zimmer Flat Bed Printing Machine
Year: 2007
1. Machine Technical Data:
   - Printing width: max. 220 cm
   - Cloth width: max. printing width plus 5 cm
   - Effective length: 56 m
   - Number of colours: 8
   - Squeegee way: free adjustable
   - Repeat: free adjustable
   - Take-up system: J. Zimmer – 4-point
2. Dryer – Type ECOSOFT
   - Number of drying sections: 5
   - Dryer temperature: 180°C
   - Water evaporation capacity: 550 kg/h with 3-times cloth passage and 2-times blowing
   - Heating: natural gas
   - Repeat possibilities:
     in dependence of colour space (2 x 25 cm), design overlap (10 cm) and flat screen frame (13.5 cm):
     - cR
     - 8 373 cm
     - 7 431 cm
     - 6 509 cm
     - 5 622 cm
     - 4 800 cm
   - Repeat accuracy: +/- 0.2 mm over the total table length, provided constant machine setting, perfect quality and uniform characteristic of printing blanket
   - Operation side: upon request right or left
   - Washing device removal side: backwards
   - Machine installation: with foundation pits

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 15720  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION
http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/15720.zip

- Zimmer Sample Rotary Printer, Model LT III-R/55, Year 1994
- Working Width 2.9 m, Table Length 23 m
- Available: Immediate
- Location: Mediterranean
- USD 35,000.00 CFR
- Subject unsold

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

Reference: 9647  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION
http://finatexinternational.com/pictures/9647.zip

Printing Sheets

Heidelberg

Printing

Reference: 7654  Cost: 0  Terms: SEE DESCRIPTION
Pictures not available

Heidelberg 102V, 1986
105 Mil/Imp, Alcolor Damping, Baldwin Cooling system
CPC 1.2, Light pen, Quick action plate clamps, Rollers and Blanket washers, Powder spray
Price: 105,000 Euro – LOT

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference: 7542</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference: 8312</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference: 13719</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| -Heidelberg SORS (1976) 100 Mil. Imp. Conventional damping, Quick plate clamp, good condition comes with compressor, books, tools etc. Price: 15,000 Euro – CFR.  

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.  

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!

**Roland Printing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference: 7653</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> -</th>
<th>Pictures not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ngeron1@bezeqint.net  

Please consider: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>5674</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 320,000</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> EACH, EURO, CNF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roland 706-P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001, 6 colour &amp; Perfecting, CCI (Inc.RCI), Roland Deltamatic Film Danmping,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink Temp Control, Auto blanket wash, Auto ink roller wash, Auto Impression Cylinder wash,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antistatic, Quickstart, LCS, Perfecting 2/4 &amp; 6/0, Powder spary, 139 Mil/Imp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Immediately.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference:</th>
<th>13969</th>
<th><strong>Cost:</strong> 0</th>
<th><strong>Terms:</strong> SEE DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-MINT CONDITION EXCELLENT machine:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland 706+LV, 1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Col. + Coater Straight Press</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APL (Full Auto. Platechange)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland Deltamatic Film Dampening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower Coater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR &amp; Thermal Air Dryer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink Temp. Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto. Blanket Wash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto. Ink Roller Wash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonStop Feeder &amp; Delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated 55 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quickstart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technotrans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafix Powder Spray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 million imps. ONLY!!!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available NOW.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price: 288,000 Euro – FCA.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press in EXCELLENT CLEAN condition. Cylinders and gears are free from any damage or repairs. Machine works only a 1 shift shop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE NOTE: Inspections shall only be arranged if tentative price agreements have been reached between buyer and seller, subject to inspection.

PLEASE NOTE FURTHER: If prices or commissions are mentioned, they do not include commission for us or any agents. We kept the message original!!!